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a b s t r a c t 

Different grain coarsening behaviors (i.e. abnormal and homogeneous) are prevalently observed in gra- 

dient nanograined (GNG) Cu under stress controlled high-cycle and strain controlled low-cycle fatigue 

tests, respectively. In this paper, to comprehensively understand the intrinsic fatigue mechanism of gra- 

dient nanograined structures, both high and low cycle fatigue behaviors of GNG Cu are investigated un- 

der strain-controlled fatigue tests with a wide strain amplitude ranges. Cyclic behavior transition from 

abnormal grain coarsening at small strain amplitude to homogeneous grain coarsening at large strain 

amplitude is observd in GNG Cu. Microstrucural analysis reveals that the grain coarsening behavior in 

either abnormal or normal (homogeneous) mode is closely related to the spatial distribution of the cyclic 

plastic strain in the GNG layer (localized or delocalized) under cyclic loading. Such unique cyclic strain 

amplitude-dependent fatigue behavior is inherent to the gradient nanostructure, which fundamentally 

differs from the conventional strain localizing mechanism in metals with homogeneous structures under 

cyclic loading. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Homogeneously refining grains of metals and alloys into ul-

trafine (UFG) or nanoscale (NG) can make them several times

stronger in strength and hardness, compared to coarse grained

(CG) counterparts, exhibiting a broad potential for engineering ap-

plications [ 1–3 ]. However, under cyclic loading condition in service,

shorter strain controlled low-cycle fatigue life [ 4–6 ] and slightly

enhanced stress-controlled high-cycle fatigue limit (i.e. very low

fatigue limit/strength ratio, ~0.2) [ 7–9 ] are universally observed in

a variety of UFG and NG metals and alloys. Most seriously, they

experience severe cyclic softening with rapidly reduced stress am-

plitude with increasing fatigue cycles [ 4 , 10–13 ]. This is primarily

attributed to cyclic strain localization in the unstable nanostruc-

tures, i.e. abnormal grain coarsening and/or microscopically shear

banding, under either strain or stress control, irrespective of the

imposed stress/strain amplitudes [ 5 , 10 , 14–21 ]. 

Previous studies suggest that bimodal structure with CG ran-

domly distributed in UFG matrix can enhance strain-controlled fa-

tigue life to some extent, but exhibits cyclic softening and a very

low fatigue limit comparable to CG, owing to strain localization

and cracking in CG interiors [ 22 , 23 ]. How to suppress the cyclic
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train localization and further improve failure resistance of high-

trength nanostructured metals has thus become a challenge in the

eld of materials science [19] . 

The gradient nanograined metals with a spatially graded vari-

tion of grain sizes from nanoscale in surface, to submicron, even

icron in core, hereafter named as GNG/CG, are recently shown

o possess a superior all-round fatigue resistance [ 24–27 ]. Previous

tudy [27] focuses on the basic feature of fatigue properties of gra-

ient nanograined Cu (GNG Cu), i.e. with superior combination of

igh-cycle fatigue limit and low-cycle fatigue life (at the strain am-

litudes of 0.29% and 0.5%), compared to their homogeneous CG

nd UFG counterparts. Such an enhanced low-cycle fatigue resis-

ance is attributed to an ordered strain accommodation and delo-

alization process with significant reduced dislocation density and

omogeneous grain coarsening, as detected in fatigue tested GNG

u at the strain amplitude of 0.5% [27] . In contrast, abnormal grain

oarsening initiated from the subsurface layer, which postpones

urface roughening and cracking and contributes to the enhanced

igh-cycle fatigue resistance, was reported in GNG Cu under stress

ontrol [28] . Besides, either abnormal or homogenous grain coars-

ning behaviors is detected in fatigue tested GNG Cu with dif-

erent volume fractions of GNG layer under strain-controlled and

tress controlled regimes [ 29 , 30 ]. However, to date, the underlying

echanism dominating the abnormal or normal (homogeneous)

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.06.047
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rain coarsening phenomenon in the gradient nanostructure under

yclic loading is still mystic yet. 

In this work, to preclude the possible effect of the cyclic loading

ode (i.e. stress and strain control) on the cyclic response, we de-

igned a series of high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue tests of GNG/CG

u samples under total strain amplitude control, covering a wide

otal strain amplitude spectrum from 0.12% to 0.55%. The fatigue

roperties (including cyclic response and fatigue life), microstruc-

ure and microhardness evolution in GNG layer of GNG samples in

oth high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue regimes are investigated, re-

pectively. By comparing plastic strain amplitude and accumulative

lastic strain profile in the GNG surface layer with different cycles,

he underlying mechanisms determining the mode of grain coars-

ning and the size of coarsened grains are clarified. 

. Experimental 

.1. Sample preparation 

Commercial-purity (99.98 wt%) Cu rods consisting of equiaxed

oarse grains with an average grain size of 21 μm after being

nnealed at 450 °C for 1 h are initially machined into dog-bone-

haped cylindrical samples with a gauge length of 12 mm and a

auge diameter of 6 mm. Then, their gauge sections are processed

y the surface mechanical grinding treatment (SMGT) at cryogenic

emperature (~173 K) with liquid nitrogen to produce a gradient

anograined (GNG) surface layer (i.e. GNG/CG Cu) [ 27 , 31 ]. The de-

ailed procedure for GNG sample preparation was described in de-

ail in Ref. [27] . The as-processed GNG/CG Cu rod exhibits a smooth

urface with a small surface roughness of ~300 nm and without

etectable cracks. 

.2. Fully reversed tension-compression fatigue tests 

Total strain controlled symmetric tension-compression fatigue

ests of GNG/CG Cu and CG Cu samples with the same grain size of

G core in GNG sample are performed on an Instron 8874 testing

achine at ambient temperature. A dynamic strain gauge exten-

ometer with a gauge length of 10 mm and with a strain resolu-

ion better than 0.01% is applied to measure and to control the

yclic strain amplitude. A triangular waveform profile is applied

ith a cyclic strain rate of 0.2% s −1 and a wide spectrum of total

train amplitude ( �εt /2) ranging from 0.12%, 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.5% and

.55%, which spans mainly in the typical strain amplitude regime

or single-crystal, CG and UFG Cu in strain-controlled low-cycle fa-

igue tests [ 5 , 32-35 ]. Besides, a set of GNG/CG Cu specimens are

yclically deformed to different preset cycles (namely N = 4%, 20%

nd 40% N f ) at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% and then fully unloaded. To

btain each data set, at least three repeat cyclic loading tests of

ach case are performed at each �εt /2. 

.3. Microstructural characterization 

The cross-sectional microstructures of GNG/CG Cu after fatigue

o failure are characterized via FEI Nova NanoSEM 430 field emis-

ion gun scanning electron microscope (SEM) with electron chan-

el contrast imaging. Detailed microstructures of GNG/CG Cu fa-

igued to different cycles at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% are also fur-

her investigated by FEI Tecnai F20 transmission electron micro-

cope (TEM). To protect the GNG layer, a pure Cu layer is initially

lectro-deposited onto the treated surface of the GNG/CG samples.

hen, the cross-sectional SEM and TEM foils are cut parallel to

he cyclic loading axis by an electrical spark machine, and subse-

uently mechanically polished and electro-polished. The TEM Cu

oils are finally thinned by twin-jet polishing in an electrolyte of

hosphoric acid (25%), alcohol (25%) and deionized water (50%)
t about –10 °C. Over 500 grains from numerous TEM images are

easured to determine the average grain size in the 10 and 30 μm

epths for GNG sample fatigued at different cycles. 

.4. Hardness tests 

Microhardness tests are performed on the GNG/CG Cu samples

n the as-SMGT state and those cyclically deformed to different cy-

les (namely N = 4%, 20%, 40% N f and N f ) at �εt /2 = 0.12%, 0.3%

nd 0.5% by a Mitutoyo MVK-H3 microhardness tester with a load

f 5 g and a holding time of 10 s. The microhardness value at each

epth of GNG/CG samples is obtained by averaging 10 measure-

ents while the error bar is the mean ± standard deviation (SD). 

. Results 

.1. Strain controlled low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue properties of 

NG/CG Cu 

The as-processed GNG/CG Cu sample used in this study ex-

ibits a spatially gradient microstructure, comprising NGs in the

op 20 μm-thick layer, UFGs in a depth of 20 to 200 μm, de-

ormed CG layer in the depth span of ~20 0–60 0 μm and then a

eformation-free CG core. Both NG and UFG layers with a total

hickness of 200 μm are hereafter referred to as the GNG layer.

ost grains in the GNG layer contain a high density of disloca-

ions and are separated by curved high-angle GBs, which are evi-

ently in a high-energy non-equilibrium state, analogous to those

n nanostructured metals and alloys produced by severe plastic de-

ormation [9] . No strong crystallographic texture is detected in the

NG layer, as revealed via the electron backscatter diffraction mea-

urement [27] . 

Both low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue tests of GNG/CG Cu and

G Cu samples are conducted under strain control, covering a wide

εt /2 range, as shown in Fig. 1 . Considered the fact that the “crit-

cal” �εt /2 that divides low-cycle and high-cycle regimes of these

NG samples is approximately 0.29% [27] , the GNG/CG Cu sam-

les cyclically deformed at �εt /2 of 0.12% and 0.2% belong to high-

ycle fatigue regime while those at 0.3%, 0.5% and 0.55% are typ-

cal in low-cycle fatigue regime. At any given �εt /2, GNG/CG Cu

xhibits an elevated �σ /2 level and longer fatigue life, relative to

G counterparts ( Fig. 1 a). Specially, at high-cycle small-amplitude

egimes (i.e. �εt /2 < 0.29%), quasi cyclic stability with approxi-

ately constant stress amplitude ( �σ /2) is maintained in GNG/CG

u after a short initially rapid hardening stage (~4% N f ). For exam-

le, the �σ /2 of GNG/CG Cu fatigued at �εt /2 of 0.12% rapidly

ncreased to 106 MPa at ~4% N f and maintains nearly constant at

bout 106 MPa with a very small stress reduction (~2 MPa) in the

ubsequent cyclic deformation stage. A similar cyclic stability phe-

omenon is also detected for GNG/CG Cu cyclically deformed at

ow-cycle fatigue regimes ( �εt /2 > 0.29%). Here, �σ /2 of GNG/CG

u fatigued at �εt /2 of 0.5% quickly increases to 184 MPa at ~4% N f 

nd maintains constant at ~184 MPa with a smaller stress variation

~0.4 MPa) till fatigue to failure. 

The cyclic hardening rates of GNG/CG Cu at different �εt /2,

hich is defined as the average stress increment per cycle, are

lotted in Fig. 1 b. For all �εt /2 at both high-cycle and low-cycle

atigue regimes, GNG/CG samples exhibit a similar trend: cyclic

ardening rate is high in the initial fatigue stage (~4% N f ), but dra-

atically reduces to a much smaller value (close to zero) in later

atigue stage, analogous to that of CG counterparts in Fig. 1 b and

eported in [ 32 , 33 , 36 ]. Specially, at any �εt /2, the cyclic harden-

ng rate of GNG/CG is smaller than that of CG counterpart at the

ame cycles. The quasi cyclic stability behavior of GNG/CG Cu with

early constant stress amplitude and much smaller hardening rate

n both low-cycle and high-cycle regimes is fundamentally distinct
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Fig. 1. Cyclic stress responses (a) and cyclic hardening rates (b) of GNG/CG Cu cyclically deformed at the total strain amplitudes ( �εt /2) ranging from 0.12% to 0.55%. 

Fig. 2. Typical cross-sectional SEM images of surface GNG layer of GNG/CG Cu fatigued to failure at �εt /2 of 0.12% (a), 0.2% (b), 0.3% (c), 0.5% (d), 0.55% (e), respectively. 

Dashed line represent the treated topmost surface. The evolution of NG and UFG structure in squares A and B inserted in (a) and (d) under cyclic loading are investigated 

via TEM, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. 
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from the typical cyclic hardening of CG Cu [ 33 , 37 ] and continuous

cyclic softening of various nanostructured metals/alloys prepared

by means of severe plastic deformation [ 5 , 11 , 19 ]. 

3.2. Cyclic deformation induced microstructural evolution in the GNG 

layer under different total strain amplitudes 

In order to exploit the effect of the imposed strain amplitudes

on fatigue behavior of GNG surface layer on CG core, the cross-

sectional microstructural evolutions of GNG/CG Cu cyclically de-

formed to failure at different �εt /2 from 0.12% to 0.55% are sys-

tematically investigated by SEM, as shown in Fig. 2 . Remarkably,

grain coarsening generally occurs in the original gradient nanos-

tructures of GNG/CG Cu during cyclic loading, but exhibiting dif-

ferent grain morphologies and grain sizes. For GNG/CG Cu cycli-

cally deformed at small strain amplitude �εt /2 = 0.12%, as shown
n Fig. 2 a, abnormally large grains with an average size of 18.6 μm

re prevalently detected in the whole subsurface UFG regions at a

epth span of ~20–110 μm. However, only several large grains with

 similar grain size are distributed locally in the topmost 20 μm-

hick NG layer. Most of these coarse grains are in either elongated

r in complex irregular shape and some twin boundaries can be

ound in these grain interiors. This indicates the occurrence of the

bnormal grain coarsening in the GNG layer, the same as that ob-

erved in GNG/CG Cu under low-amplitude stress or strain control

 28 , 29 ]. 

With further increasing �εt /2 to 0.3%, the abnormal large

rains detected in Fig. 2 a and b seldomly appear in the GNG layer

 Fig. 2 c). Instead, smaller coarsed grains are observed in the GNG

ayer, with a mean value of ~1.9 μm. Specially, less obvious coars-

ning is identified in NG layer, in contrast to the abnormal large

rains detected in NG layer at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.2%. 
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Table 1 

Statistics of grain size in the original NG layer with a depth of 10 μm and UFG layer with a depth of 30 μm of GNG/CG Cu samples fatigued to 

failure at various �εt /2. 

AsSMGT Cyclic deformation to failure at constant �ε t /2 

�ε t /2 = 0.12% 0.2% 0.3% 0.5% 0.55% 

Grain size at 

~10 μm depth 

75 ± 11 nm Coarsed grain( μm) 18.6 ± 7.2 3.3 ± 1.6 1.8 ± 0.5 1.1 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2 

Uncoarsed grain 

(nm) 

76 ± 23 80 ± 21 83 ± 19 – –

Grain size at 

~30 μm depth 

205 ±64 nm Coarsed grain 

( μm) 

16.8 ± 7.3 3.6 ± 1.0 1.9 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.5 0.6 ± 0.2 

Uncoarsed grain 

(nm) 

219 ± 75 – – – –

Fig. 3. Evolution of microstructure in the NG layer (~10 μm depth) (a–d) and UFG layer (~30 μm depth) (e–h) of GNG/CG Cu cyclically deformed at �εt /2 of 0.12% at 

different number of cycles, as indicated. The inset in Fig. 3 c is the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of twins in dashed circle. 
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Distinct from abnormal grain coarsening in the GNG layer at

εt /2 smaller than 0.3% ( Fig. 2 a–b), relatively homogeneous grain

oarsening, composed of roughly equiaxed micron-sized grains, is

etected in the GNG layer cyclically deformed at �εt /2 of 0.5% and

.55% ( Fig. 2 d and e). These grains at �εt /2 of 0.5% are in a much

maller size (~1 μm), relative to those at lower �εt /2 and become

ner at larger �εt /2 of 0.55%. Interestingly, no macroscopic shear

and is detected in the GNG layer at any �εt /2 in Fig. 2 . The mea-

ured grain size in the original NG layer with a depth of 10 μm

nd UFG layer with a depth of 30 μm of GNG/CG Cu samples fa-

igued to failure at various �εt /2 are summarized in Table 1 . 

To understand the microstructural evolutions of abnormal and

ormal grain coarsening behaviors during cyclic deformation, both

he UFG and NG regimes (marked by the white squares in Fig. 2 a

nd d) of GNG/CG Cu fatigued at �εt /2 of 0.12% and 0.5% with

ifferent cycles were further studied by TEM observations. After

3,0 0 0 cycles at �εt /2 of 0.12%, about 4% N f, the microstructure in

he GNG layer ( Fig. 3 a and e) is still kept stable as that in the as-

MGTed state [27] . The NGs and UFGs are still separated by curved

Bs with a high density of dislocations (highlighted by dashed cy-

le in Fig. 3 a and b) and with mean grain sizes of 76 and 219 nm,

omparable to that of as-SMGTed sample ( Table 1 ). After 20% N f ,

o obvious change either in grain morphology or in grain size is

bserved in surface NG layer, except slightly microstructural recov-

ry with reduced dislocation density in grain interiors or at GBs

 Fig. 3 b). 

In contrast, a few abnormally large grains containing a relatively

ow density of dislocations have occurred in the subsurface UFG
ayer ( Fig. 3 f). Until 40% N f , sporadic large grains can be also de-

ected in the 10 μm-deep NG matrix ( Fig. 3 c), like that observed in

he subsurface UFG layer in Fig. 3 f and g. We notice that some twin

oundaries in micron width (highlighted by dashed cycle) exist in

ome larger grains, which can be verified by the selected-area elec-

ron diffraction (SAED) patterns inserted in Fig. 3 c, consistent with

hat shown in Fig. 2 a. With further increasing cycles before failure,

bnormal grains become coarser and coarser, via consuming the

urrounding UFG and NG grains ( Fig. 3 d and h). Typical disloca-

ion patterns, dislocation walls or cells, are also identified in these

oarse grains, just like that in fatigue tested monocrystal and CG

u [ 32 , 38–40 ]. Even after 8.2 × 10 5 cycles ( N f ), numerous UFGs

nd NGs are still remnant in the GNG layer. 

Differently, TEM observations shown in Fig. 4 indicate contin-

ous, homogeneous grain coarsening in NG and UFG layers at

εt /2 = 0.5%. After 100 cycles, 4% N f , both NG and UFG layer have

uffered from detectable microstructure changes, with a strikingly

educed intra-crystalline dislocation density and increased grain

ize ( Fig. 4 a and e). The average grain size of the NG and UFG layer

t 4% N f is increased to ~117 nm and ~ 245 nm, respectively, both

re larger than that before fatigue tests (~75 and 205 nm). With

urther increasing cycles, grains become larger, separated by sharp

Bs, with few dislocations in grain interiors ( Fig. 4 b and c and

 f and g). Twin boundaries can also be detected in some coarse

rains, as highlighted by dashed cycle ( Fig. 4 b and d), analogous to

hat in Fig. 3 c and f at �εt /2 = 0.12%. Eventually, after repeated

oading over ~2600 cycle until failure, homogeneous equiaxed mi-

ron sized grains containing few dislocations with distinct GBs are
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Fig. 4. Evolution of microstructure in the NG layer (~10 μm depth) (a-d) and UFG layer (~30 μm depth) (e-h) of GNG/CG Cu cyclically deformed at �εt /2 = 0.5% at different 

number of cycles, as indicated. 

Fig. 5. Measured grain size versus number of cycles for the original NG layer with 

a depth of 10 μm and UFG layer with a depth of 30 μm of GNG/CG Cu fatigued at 

�εt /2 = 0.12% (a) and 0.5% (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Variations of microhardness with the number of cycles along the depth from 

the surface of GNG/CG Cu fatigued at �εt /2 of 0.12% (a), 0.3% (b) and 0.5% (c) re- 

spectively. The areas with the gray, light gray and white background in a, b and c 

indicates the top NG layer, UFG layer, deformed CG layer and CG core, respectively. 
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detected in the GNG layer ( Fig. 4 d and h), the same as that re-

ported in [27] . Only a few dislocation tangles or dislocation de-

bris are occasionally found at some GBs or in several grain interi-

ors, which is different from that in abnormal coarsed grains at low

�εt /2 ( Fig. 3 ). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Homogeneous and abnormal grain coarsening in the gradient 

nanostructure 

Fig. 5 a and b showed the grain size variation in NG and UFG

layers cyclically deformed as a function of number of cycles at

�εt /2 of 0.12% and 0.5%, respectively. Irrespective of abnormal or

homogeneous grain coarsening modes, the grains that coarsen in

the GNG layer become larger monotonically with increasing num-

ber of cycles. In particular, both the NG and UFG layers have com-

parable final coarsed grains in size after fatigue failure at both

�εt /2 ( Fig. 5 , Table 1 ), although the initial mean grain size of

NGs is much smaller than that of UFGs. Besides, the comparison

of Fig. 5 a and b clearly shows that the final abnormal coarsed

grain size (~16.8–18.6 μm) in the GNG layer at �εt /2 = 0.12% is

much larger than that of homogeneous coarsed grains (~1 μm) at

�εt /2 = 0.5%. 

In order to further explore the mechanical characteristic of ab-

normal and homogeneous grain coarsening behavior, we perform
icrohardness ( H v) tests on GNG/CG Cu samples before fatigue

nd those cyclically loaded at �εt /2 = 0.12%, 0.3% and 0.5% with

ifferent cycles (namely N = 4%, 20%, 40% N f and N f ), as shown in

ig. 6 a–c, respectively. For the sample in the as-SMGTed state, the

icrohardness is gradiently distributed from the top surface ( H v

 1.85 GPa) to the CG core ( H v = 0.75 GPa). With increasing cyclic

umber, cyclic hardening occurs in the CG core (white background

egion) while cyclic softening in the NG (gray background region)

nd UFG layer (light gray background region), but exhibiting differ-

nt H v profiles at different �εt /2. 
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At �εt /2 = 0.12%, the H v profile in the NG layer and UFG layer

atigue tested in initial cycles ( N < 4% N f ) nearly overlaps with

hat of as-SMGTed state ( Fig. 6 a). Untill at 20% N f , a notewor-

hy drop of hardness with a value of 1.20 ± 0.14 GPa (forming a

mall H v valley) is detected at ~ 50 μm depth beneath the surface

ith an initial grain size of ~200 nm. With further increasing cy-

les, the H v valley gradually extends to the top surface and to the

eeper interior with a continuously reduced hardness simultane-

usly. Eventually, at N f , a large valley spans from topmost NG sur-

ace to ~100 μm depth. In particular, the average hardness in the

opmost surface decreases to ~1.23 GPa with a very large standard

eviation of ±0.37 GPa. 

With increasing �εt /2 to 0.3% and 0.5% ( Fig. 6 b and c), the

 v profiles in GNG layer with increasing cycles are distinct from

hat at �εt /2 = 0.12% ( Fig. 6 a). In initial cycles ( N < 4% N f ),

 v drops slightly in the NG layer and a rapid H v reduction is

ound in the subsurface UFG layer, especially at a larger �εt /2

f 0.5%. With increasing the number of cycles, an obvious mono-

onic drop of hardness occurs in the whole GNG layer ( Fig. 6 b

nd c). The H v at topmost surface of GNG/CG Cu at N f has de-

lined to 1.1 ± 0.04 GPa, slightly higher than that in the sub-

urface UFG layer (i.e. 0.94 ±0.04 GPa at 200 μm depth) and CG

ore (0.89 ±0.03 GPa), indicating that the H v gradient between GNG

ayer and CG core in the as-SMGT GNG sample disappears after fa-

igue. 

.2. Distribution of plastic strain effect on grain coarsening mode 

The observed different evolution trends of H v profiles at dif-

erent �εt /2 in Fig. 6 suggest that the cyclic deformation mecha-

ism, i.e. the mode of grain coarsening modes during cyclic load-

ng, should be closely correlated with the cyclic plastic straining in

he GNG layer. Under the constant �εt /2, it’s reasonably assumed

hat the sum of elastic strain amplitude ( �εe /2) and plastic strain

mplitude ( �εpl /2) is maintained constant for different layers of

he gradient nanostructure during cyclic loading: 

ε t / 2 = �ε e / 2 + �ε pl / 2 = �σ/ 2 E + �ε pl / 2 (1)

here �σ /2 is the stress amplitude and E is the Young’s modulus

120 GPa for Cu). 

According to the estimate of �σ /2 by using H v spatially dis-

ributed in the GNG layer and stress amplitude data of GNG/CG

nd CG in Fig. 1 (see the detail in Appendix A . Suppementary

ata), the plastic strain amplitude ( �εpl /2) contours in the GNG

ayer with different number of cycles at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5%

re calculated and plotted in Fig. 7 . For GNG/CG Cu cycled at

εt /2 = 0.12% at N < 4% N f ( Fig. 7 a), the overall GNG surface

ayer mainly deforms elastically, owing to the presence of high

trength NGs and UFGs. At 20% N f , plastic deformation with �εpl /2

arger than 0.01% concentrates locally in the subsurface layer with

 depth of about 50 μm ( Fig. 7 b). With increasing cycles, more

nd more isolated plastic deformation regions are localized in the

ubsurface UFG layer. At N f , the GNG layer within 100 μm depth

xhibits a �εpl /2 of ~0.02%, which is also comparable to that of

ree-standing CG counterpart at the same fatigue condition. Note

hat the UFG layer with larger grain size and/or dislocation struc-

ure at the ~150–200 μm depth undergoes somewhat plastic strain,

ainly as a consequence of high density dislocation activity such

s dislocation recovery and annihilation ( Fig. 7 a–d). 

By contrast, the �εpl /2 contours in GNG/CG Cu fatigue tested

t �εt /2 = 0.5%, as shown in Fig. 7 e–h, is fully distinct from the

ase at �εt /2 = 0.12% ( Fig. 7 a–d). Even at initial 4% N f , plastic de-

ormation has occurred in the whole subsurface UFG layer ( Fig. 7 e).

n particular, the plastic strain amplitude is gradiently distributed

n the subsurface UFG layer, with �εpl /2 decreasing from ~0.3%

n ~200 μm depth to ~0.1% at ~20 μm depth, an order of magni-
ude higher than that of GNG sample at �εt /2 = 0.12% at the same

epth ( Fig. 7 a). With increasing cycles, the cyclic plastic strain with

arger �εpl /2 progressively moves to the neighboring top NG layer

 Fig. 7 f and g). At N f , plastic strain with a �εpl /2 of ~0.3% is al-

ost homogeneously distributed in the whole GNG surface layer

 Fig. 7 h). 

Obviously, the gradient nanostructure exhibits different �εpl /2

rofiles when cyclically deformed at different �εt /2. At small

εt /2 (i.e. 0.12%), most grains in the GNG layer deformed elasti-

ally ( Fig. 7 b and c), and plastic strain occurs only in sporadically

nd randomly distributed sites of the subsurface UFG layer with

elatively soft orientation or larger grain size [28] . With increas-

ng cycles, the local distributed �εpl /2 thus activates the abnormal

rain coarsening with decreased defects and the correlated soft-

ning, which further promotes or accelerates the plastic straining.

ence, the cyclic plastic strain more readily concentrates these, but

an not homogeneously transforms in the whole GNG layer. 

In contrast, when imposed a larger strain amplitude (such as

.5%), almost all UFGs within a certain depth layer is in the state of

lastic deformation and with gradient distributed �εpl /2 ( Fig. 7 e–

). As a result, mechanical driven grain boundary migration oc-

urs there, which naturally stimulates the adjacent layer with finer

rains to accommodate plastic strain, analogous to the case that

he stress concentration produced by a dislocation pileup in one

rain can activate dislocation sources and plastic deformation in

he adjacent grain during tensile tests [41] . Cyclic plastic strain

ith a large �εpl /2 will progressively propagate to the whole GNG

ayer ( Fig 7 f and g), and such delocalized strain feature enables the

ccurrence of homogeneous coarsening. It has to be noted here

hat the critical �εt /2 is 0.29% because it is approximately the

aximum elastic straining of most UFGs with a hardness of 1.0–

.2 GPa. 

The forgoing analysis demonstrates that the grain coarsening

ode in either abnormal or normal mode is mainly determined

y the spatial distribution and propagation features of the cyclic

lastic strain (localized or delocalized) under cyclic loading. Such

 unique fatigue behavior of GNG metal is fundamentally differ-

nt from the randomly distributed strain-localized fatigue behavior

f nanostructured metals prepared via severe plastic deformation

 10 , 14 –16 , 20 ]. The presence of ductile CG core also benefits for

uppressing macroscopic strain localized behavior (such as shear

anding) and triggering the change of grain coarsening mode in

he GNG layer. 

.3. Locally cumulative plastic strain effect on coarsened grain size 

Results from Figs. 2 –5 also show that the final coarsed grain

ize in the GNG layer becomes larger when cycled at smaller to-

al strain amplitude. Evidently, the degree of grain coarsening in

he GNG layer during cyclic deformation is not positively correlated

ith the imposed large total strain amplitude or cyclic stress am-

litude. Since the grain coarsening in both modes is a consequence

f cyclic plastic straining, thus, its degree should be determined by

nother important fatigue parameter, i.e. cumulative plastic strain

 �4 �εpl /2) [32] . 

The �4 �εpl /2 contours in the GNG layer at different number

f cycles can be roughly estimated by summing up the measured

lastic strain amplitude of GNG/CG Cu during cyclic loading (See

etails in Ref. [27] ). Again, taking GNG/CG Cu sample fatigued at

εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% as typical examples, the �4 �εpl /2 in the

NG layer monotonically increases with increasing number of fa-

igue cycles, as shown in Fig. 8 . Specially, for GNG/CG Cu at �εt /2

f 0.12%, the estimated �4 �εpl /2 in isolated island-like regions at

he 50-μm-deep subsurface layer is very large, about 40 at 20% N f 

 Fig. 8 b). At N , most GNG layer sustains a total accumulated plas-
f 
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Fig. 7. Plastic strain amplitude ( �εpl /2) contour in the GNG layer of GNG/CG Cu fatigued to different number of cycles at �εt /2 of 0.12% (a–d) and 0.5% (e–h): N = 4% N f (a, 

e), 20% N f (b, f), 40% N f (c, g), and 100% N f (d, h).The contour lines in (a–g) denote the critical regions with the same plastic strain amplitude ( �εpl /2), measured by the color 

bar on the right. The �εpl /2 of some contour lines are labelled. 

Fig. 8. Cumulative plastic strain ( �4 �εpl /2) contour in the GNG layer of GNG/CG Cu fatigued to different number of cycles at �εt /2 of 0.12% (a-d) and 0.5% (e-h): N = 4% N f 
(a, e), 20% N f (b, f), 40% N f (c, g), and 100% N f (d, h). The contour lines in (a-g) denote the critical regions with the same �4 �εpl /2, measured by the color bar on the right. 
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tic strain of larger than 300, at some local regions as large as ~420

( Fig. 8 d). 

Differently, the �4 �εpl /2 is gradiently distributed in the GNG

layer of GNG/CG Cu cycled at �εt /2 = 0.5% during the whole fa-

tigue stage, as shown in Fig. 8 e–h. At 20% N f , �4 �εpl /2 at topmost

NG surface is ~1.6 and it gradually increases to ~6.6 at subsurface

UFG layer at depth of ~220 μm ( Fig. 8 f). At N f , �4 �εpl /2 in both

NG and UFG layer has increased up to ~20 and 36.7 ( Fig. 8 h), much

larger than that accommodated in CG Cu (~20) [ 27 , 32 ], but more

than an order of magnitude smaller than that cyclically deformed

at �εt /2 = 0.12% ( Fig. 8 d). 

The average grain sizes versus cumulative plastic strain in the

10 μm-depth NG layer and 30 μm-depth UFG layer of GNG/CG Cu

fatigued at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% are plotted in Fig. 9 . The grain

size of NG layer in tensile tested GNG/CG Cu [ 31 , 42 ] are also in-
luded in Fig. 9 where the grain size increases with increasing the

ensile strain. Analogous to the grain size coarsening trend in ten-

ile test, the coarsed grain size in the NG and UFG layers of cycli-

ally deformed GNG/CG Cu at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% monoton-

cally increases with �4 �εpl /2. Specially, as highlighted by dot-

ed cycle in Fig. 9 , the coarsed size (~620 nm) in the NG layer at

εt /2 = 0.12% is approximately comparable to that (~700 nm) of

FGs at �εt /2 = 0.5%, although at different strain amplitudes and

atigue cycles, but this case can be achieved solely because they

ndergo a comparable �4 �εpl /2. High density of non-equilibrium

FGs and NGs with high stored energy in the GNG layer itself

enefit for GB migration and grain coarsening, but which is not

he key factor of controlling the grain coarsening behavior of GNG

ample with the same microstructure and stored GB energy fatigue

ested at different �εt /2. Thus, it can be concluded that the size of
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Fig. 9. Grain size versus accumulative plastic strain of GNG/CG Cu fatigued at dif- 

ferent cycles at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% (c).The variation of average grain size of 

NG layer in GNG Cu as a function of tensile strains reported in [ 31 , 42 ] are also 

included for comparison. 
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bnormal or normal coarsed grain with increasing cycles is pre-

ominantly dependent on the accumulated plastic strain, instead

f the imposed total/plastic strain amplitude or stress amplitude

r number of cycles or stored GB energy. After undergoing a larger

umulative plastic strain, the GNG layer at small �εt /2 thus ex-

ibits a larger abnormal coarsed grain size than that of homoge-

eous coarsened grains at larger �εt /2. That’s also the reason why

he final coarsed grain size is much larger than the case of GNG/CG

u in tensile tests (~400 nm) [ 31 , 42 ]. We would like to emphasize

ere that the influence of purity and the processing-induced con-

aminations (such as carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen) in the surface

ayer of GNG Cu on the mode and extent of grain coarseningin are

egligible in view of the high-purity of raw Cu rods (99.98 wt.%)

nd much smaller contaminated depth ( < 0.5 μm) [43] . 

Cyclic hardening of GNG mainly occurs in the early stage of fa-

igue life (i.e. N < 4% N f ), as shown in Fig. 1 b. The higher cyclic

ardening rate detected in GNG/CG Cu at larger �εt /2 is mainly

ominated by the enhanced cyclic hardening of CG core, instead of

he grain coarsening which does not occur obviously in GNG layer

t the initial fatigue period. This is because the overall cyclic re-

ponses of GNG/CG are the coupled effect of cyclic behaviors of

NG surface layer and CG core. As shown in Figs. 1 and 6 , obvi-

us cyclic hardening with a higher hardening rate at larger �εt /2

s detected in the CG core (approximately comparable to the free-

tanding CG) when N < 4% N f, due to the generation and accumu-

ations of higher density of forest dislocations in CG core [ 32 , 33 ].

ut there are almost no changes in microhardness of GNG surface

ayer at small �εt /2 (i.e. 0.12%) and slightly softening at larger

εt /2 (i.e. 0.5%), without obvious grain coarsening yet at this fa-

igue period, as shown in Figs. 3 –6 . 

With increasing cycles ( N > 4% N f ), cyclic straining induces ei-

her abnormal grain coarsening at small �εt /2 or normal grain

oarsening at large �εt /2, thus rapidly softening occurs in the par-

ial or the whole GNG layer, as shown in Fig. 6 . This, together

ith the less pronounced cyclic hardening in CG core especially

t smaller �εt /2, results in a rapidly reduced cyclic hardening of

he whole GNG sample with almost zero hardening rate and cyclic

tability under strain control ( Fig. 1 ). 

For GNG/CG Cu at low stress amplitude or �εt /2, previous stud-

es has showed that only after the abnormal micron sized grains

as reached the topmost surface of fatigued GNG/CG Cu, surface

icron-scale extrusions and cracking can be formed in the surface

 28 , 29 ], analogous to that occurred in fatigue tested CG metals

 34 , 40 , 44–46 ]. Differently, the fluctuations in surface asperities of

NG/CG Cu cyclically deformed at larger �εt /2, such as 0.5%, is ob-

iously reduced and much smaller than that at smaller �εt /2 [27] .

his mainly arises from de-localized progressive strain transmis-
ion associated with homogeneous grain coarsening and the rela-

ively small coarsened grain size in the surface GNG ( Fig. 2 d and

ig.7 e–h), compared to the characteristic dimension of dislocation

tructures (~1 μm) [ 32 , 40 ]. 

Overall, either abnormal grain coarsening or homogeneous

rain coarsening in the GNG layer can essentially retard or sup-

ress surface roughening and fatigue cracking, contributing to

n enhancement of both high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue lives

f GNG/CG Cu. The findings of this study demonstrate that al-

hough the GB migration and grain coarsening induced softening of

anostructured metals during mechanical stimuli, the unique grain

oarsening behavior in gradient nanostructure can effectively ac-

ommodate cyclic plastic strain and benefit for enhancing fatigue

ife of gradient nanostructured metals. 

. Conclusion 

Through designing a series of high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue

ests with a wide total strain amplitude range from 0.12% to 0.55%,

e show, for the first time, that the transition from abnormal to

ormal (or homogeneous) coarsening in GNG Cu with increasing

train amplitude is mainly determined by the spatial distribution

f the plastic strain and its non-localized propagation in the GNG

ayer. Moreover, the final size of coarsened grains in both modes

rimarily depend on the cumulative plastic strain, instead of im-

osed stress/strain amplitude, number of cycles and total GB en-

rgy stored in the GNG layer. These findings deepen our under-

tanding of cyclic behavior of gradient nanostructured metal and

ay provide insights on tailor-designing fatigue-resistant engineer-

ng structures. 
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ppendix A. Calculation of plastic strain amplitude in the GNG 

ayer 

For the nano or ultrafine grains in the GNG layer (with slightly

oarsening and limited strain hardening capacity) at the initial fa-

igue stage (namely N = 4%, 20% N f ), their stress amplitude ( �σ /2)

r yield strength are estimated to be approximately one third of

he measured H v (which should be much closer to ultimate tensile

trength, σ UTS ) . 

With further cycling, obvious grain coarsening either in normal

r abnormal mode occurs the gradient nanostructure, and its strain

ardening capacity as well as the difference between σ y and σ UTS 

ncrease in larger grain size, indicating that their �σ /2 is not ac-

urately estimated using the Hv data. In view of this, we therefore

tilized the other method to estimate the �σ /2 in GNG layer with

arger grain size and at longer fatigue cycles ( N = 40%, N f ), based

n the reasonable hypothesis that the ratio of �σ /2 in different

epth of the GNG layer to that in CG core is approximately propor-

ional to the ratio between their hardness. 

According to the Eq. (1) in the manuscript, in combination of

he estimated �σ /2 by using H v spatially distributed in the GNG

ayer and stress amplitude data of GNG/CG and CG in Fig. 1 , the

lastic strain amplitude ( �εpl /2) contours in the GNG layer with
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different number of cycles at �εt /2 = 0.12% and 0.5% are calcu-

lated and plotted in Fig. 7 . The estimated �εpl /2 in GNG layer at

N f is comparable to that in the CG counterpart, calculated from the

hysteresis loop, suggesting that the estimations of �εpl /2 in this

study are rational and reliable, even though it is relatively rough. 
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